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Trademarks

All trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

Guarantees

Boston Scientific Corporation reserves the right to modify, without prior notice, information
relating to its products in order to improve their reliability or operating capacity.
Drawings are for illustration purposes only.

Additional Information

For indications and related information, see the Indications DFU. For contraindications,
warnings, precautions, adverse events summary, physician instructions, component disposal,
and contact information for Boston Scientific, refer to the Information for Prescribers DFU for
your Spinal Cord Stimulator System. For other device-specific information not included in this
manual, labeling symbols, and warranty information, refer to the appropriate DFU as listed on
your Reference Guide.
Refer to the Information for Prescribers DFU for your SCS system for clinical studies
supporting the clinical use of the neuromodulation system.

Product Model Numbers
Model Number

Description

NM-7153-11A*
Clinician Programmer
NM-7153-11AR*
Clinician Programmer (Refurbished)
NM-7153-30*
Clinician Programmer
NM-7153-30R*
Clinician Programmer (Refurbished)
NM-7161*
Clinician Programmer
NM-7161-R*
Clinician Programmer (Refurbished)
NM-7161-102*
Clinician Programmer
NM-7161-102-R*
Clinician Programmer (Refurbished)
*Applicable after installation of 9028372-220 software.
Note: Screens depicted in this manual may differ from the screens on your Bionic Navigator 3D System
Software. System features available are dependent on the Stimulator model connected. Clinician
Programmer (CP) describes all the model numbers listed above.
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Introduction

Introduction
Welcome to the Bionic Navigator™ 3D Software by Boston Scientific. This software allows you to
set and adjust stimulation parameters for your Spinal Cord Stimulator (SCS) system. The goal of this
programming manual is to provide useful information and instruction to users of the software.
The user interface is designed so that you can navigate through the user interface systematically.
A typical programming session consists of the following sequential procedures:
Create a profile for the patient

↓

Connect to the Stimulator

↓

Connect and Configure Leads

↓

Configure Stimulation
In the following pages, you will learn basic concepts that will allow you to complete the above
procedures as well as perform additional functions, such as creating reports.
If you have any issues, please contact Boston Scientific.
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Setting Up

CAUTION: Use the Bionic Navigator 3D System with only Precision Spectra™, Spectra
WaveWriter™, Precision Novi™ and Precision™ Montage™ MRI components of your Boston
Scientific Spinal Cord Stimulator System. Failure to do so may result in the inability to program
the Stimulator.
CAUTION: The CP is not equipment for the patient environment as defined by IEC 60601-1. The
CP and the person using the CP should not be in contact with the patient while programming.
Note: See ASUS Eee Slate B121 manuals at www.asus.com for additional instructions. See
Surface Pro 3 manuals at www.microsoft.com for additional instructions. If desired, an external monitor
can be connected for easier viewing by multiple people. For ASUS, insert a mini high-definition
multimedia interface (HDMI) cable into the port to connect to an HDMI.

Connecting the Programming Wand to the CP
1. Insert the Mini-B USB end of the USB connector cable into the Mini-B USB port on the side
of the Programming Wand.
2. Insert the Standard-A end of the USB connector cable into the Standard-A USB port on
the CP.
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Starting a Session
Power [ON] the CP to display the Neuromodulation desktop. Select the
icon to launch the
Bionic Navigator 3D software. Upon launch, the Main screen displays. To access the Main screen at
any other time, select any accessible space on the gray Main screen expander bar at the top of the
screen.

Main Screen

Figure 2: Main Screen

The components on the Main screen are displayed on all screens and are described in Table 1.
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Table 1: Global Components

Component

Description

1

Patient
Expander Bar

Displays the current patient’s name and pain scale.
Select the Patient Expander Bar to display the Patient Info screen
which allows you to:
• Create a new Patient Profile
• Enter/Edit Patient Information
• Record a patient’s Pain Scale

2

Configuration
Expander Bar

Select the Configuration Expander Bar to display the Configuration
screen which allows you to:
• Connect to a Stimulator
• Define Lead configurations
• Check impedances
The CP’s connection status is also indicated at the right of this
expander bar. Green indicates a connection, while the red x indicates
a connection has not been made.

3

Programs or
Programs and
Schedules Expander
Bar

Displays the current program or schedule that is running in the
Stimulator at the center of the Expander Bar and the Program/
Schedule Toggle.
Select the Programs or Programs and Schedules Expander Bar to
display the Programs screen or Schedules screen which allows you to
set up and configure stimulation programs or schedules.
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4

Therapy On/Off
Button

The Therapy On/Off button displays at the top of every screen and
changes color to indicate connection status as well as Therapy On/Off
status:
The CP is not connected to a Stimulator or a Stimulator is not
configured.
The CP is connected to a Stimulator and stimulation Therapy is OFF.

The CP is connected to a Stimulator and stimulation Therapy is ON.
When the CP is connected to a Stimulator, you can turn therapy on or
off at anytime by selecting the Therapy On/Off button.
Note: Therapy refers to patterns of stimulation used to reduce the
awareness of pain.
5

6
7

8

Notes

Reports
Tools

Quit

Displays the Notes pop-up window which allows you to:
• Select a reason for the visit.
• Record Session Notes.
• View the Notes History.
Displays the Reports pop-up window which allows you to generate
and print customizable reports.
Displays the Tools pop-up window which allows you to:
• Increase or decrease the default value for pulse width and rate.
• Specify which parameters are locked out on the remote control.
• Backup data and logs.
• Enable or disable Leads.
• Enable or disable features.
Displays the Quit pop-up window which allows you to:
• Disconnect from the Stimulator.
• Exit the Clinician Programmer Software
• Turn Off the CP.
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Entering Patient Information
From the Main screen:
1. Select the Patient Expander Bar to access the Patient Info screen (default).
2. Enter/edit information on the Patient Info screen.
Note: The Physician and Diagnosis text boxes are enabled only when the CP is connected to
a Stimulator. See Connecting to a Stimulator in this manual for information on connecting
to a Stimulator.
3. Select the Save button to save the information entered.
Important: Offline changes will only be saved on the CP.
Note: You can revert to the last saved version of the patient’s information by selecting the
Revert button on the Patient Info screen.
Note: To create a new patient record, select the Create New Patient button and repeat steps
2 and 3.
The Patient Info
and Pain Scale
buttons on the left side of the Patient Info screen allow
you to toggle between the Patient Info screen and the Pain Scale screen. See “Defining a Patient’s
Pain” for information on the Pain Scale screen.
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Changing Patients
You can choose to display information for a different patient, when the CP is not connected to a
Stimulator, by selecting the Change Patient button on the Patient Info screen. The Select a patient
pop-up window will be displayed:

Figure 3: Select a Patient Pop-Up Window

Note: Use the scroll bars at the bottom and side of the pop-up window to view all of the available
information.
To Change a Patient:
1. Type any part of the Patient’s name in the Search text box to narrow the list.
2. Select the Patient’s name from the list.
3. Select the Select button.
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Defining the Patient’s Pain
From the Patient Info screen, select the Pain Scale

button to display the Pain Scale screen.

Note: A Stimulator must be connected to the CP in order to access the Pain Scale screen. Refer to
“Connecting to a Stimulator”.

Figure 4: Pain Scale Screen

Note: As indicated on the Pain Scale screen in Figure 4, 0 represents No Pain and 10 represents the
Worst Pain Imaginable.
To enter a Patient’s Pain Scale:
1. Select the Sliding Number button on the Therapy ON bar and slide it to the number that
best represents the Patient’s level of pain when Therapy is ON.
2. Select the Sliding Number button on the Therapy OFF bar and slide it to the number that
best represents the Patient’s level of pain when Therapy is OFF.
Note: Therapy can be turned on and off at any time, by selecting the Therapy On/Off button at the top
of the screen.
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Configuring the CP and Stimulator
The Configuration screen allows you to set up the CP and Stimulator for programming. On the
Configuration screen you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a programming connection between the CP and the Stimulator.
Check the status of the programming connection.
Identify Leads used and record where they were implanted.
Set up the connection between the Leads and the Stimulator ports.
Run LeadSync™ to identify and apply the relative offset of Leads.
Check the impedances of each contact.

Connecting to a Stimulator
In order to program a Stimulator, you must connect the CP to that Stimulator.
1. Select the Configuration Expander bar to display the Connect screen.
2. Select the
button to create a programming connection between the desired
Stimulator and CP. The Connection Status Indicator displays green when a valid connection
is made.
Note: After connecting the desired Stimulator and CP, the Remote Control or the ON/OFF button on the
External Trial Stimulator can be used to modify the Stimulator settings. Any subsequent change to the
Stimulator from the CP will transfer the settings displayed on the CP to the Stimulator.
Caution: If the Remote Control is used to turn off stimulation therapy during programming, set
the Therapy ON/OFF button on the CP to OFF before resuming programming. This will ensure
that the CP is synchronized with the therapy status of the Stimulator.
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Figure 5: Connect Screen

Component

Description

1

CP to Wand to
Stimulator Connection

Displays the status of the connections between the CP, Wand, and
Stimulator. Green indicates a connected status. A red x indicates a
disconnected status.

2

Rescan Button

Rescans the vicinity for available Stimulators (disabled if the CP is
already connected to a Stimulator).
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3

Stimulator Information
Note: When the
Connect screen is
first accessed, the
CP scans the vicinity
to locate and list all
available Stimulators.

Displays the following:
• Type of Stimulator (Trial Stimulator or Implantable Pulse
Generator)
• Model Number
• Serial Number
• Firmware Version Number
• Stimulator service life information, if within the End of Battery
life or Elective Replacement Indicator (ERI) period for nonrechargeable Stimulators or within 6 months of the planned end of
service life date for all Stimulators.

4

Patient Information

Displays Last Name, First Name, and Date of Birth if the Stimulator
is assigned to a patient. If not, these fields are blank. Refer to
“Assigning a Patient to a Stimulator”.

5

Disassociate Button

Disassociates the displayed patient from the connected Stimulator.

6

Connection Status
Indicator

The indicator displays a green filled circle if the Stimulator is
connected to the CP.

7

Connect or
Disconnect Button

Connects or Disconnects a Stimulator. Reads “Connect” when no
Stimulator is connected. Reads “Disconnect” when a Stimulator is
connected.
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Assigning a Patient to a Stimulator
A patient profile must be associated with the Stimulator before the Stimulator can be programmed. If
the Stimulator is not assigned a patient profile, the software prompts you to assign a patient profile from
the patient profile database on the CP.

Figure 6: Assign a Patient Dialog Box

1. If desired, type the first name, last name or Patient/Chart ID in the Search text box to filter
the list of Patients.
2. Select the appropriate Patient.
3. Select the Assign Patient button.
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Choosing a Patient Record to Use
During the connection process, if the patient information in the Stimulator and the patient information in
the CP database differ, you will be prompted to select which patient record to use.

Figure 7: Change Patient Record Dialog Box

1. Review the Patient records.
2. Select the Use this Record button for the record that you want to save to the Stimulator and
to the CP. The record that is not selected will be overwritten.

Disassociating a Patient
You can disassociate or remove a patient profile from a Stimulator.
Note: The Disassociate button only displays on the Configuration Connect screen when a Patient
profile is assigned to a Stimulator.
From the Connect screen:
1. Select the
associated.
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button for the Stimulator to which the Patient is currently

Configuring the CP and Stimulator

2. The Patient profile is removed from the Stimulator and the programming connection
between the CP and the Stimulator is terminated. For External Trial Stimulators, all
programming, usage, and Lead configuration data are also removed.

Displaying CP and Programming Wand Information
You can view additional information for the CP or Programming Wand from the Connect screen.
1. Select the CP image to display the following CP information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Date
System Time
Installation Confirmation Key
Install Date
Software Version
Software Part Number

Figure 8: Connect Screen, CP Information
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2. Select the Wand image to display the following information:
•
•
•

Model Number
Serial Number
Firmware Part Number

Figure 9: Connect Screen, Wand Information

3. Re-select the Stimulator image to display the Stimulator information (Connect screen’s
default view):
•
•
•

Model Number
Serial Number
Firmware version

Note: The Model number and Serial number of the External Trial Stimulator can be found by removing
the battery compartment on the External Trial Stimulator.
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Configuring Leads
Before programming can begin, Leads must be selected, positioned, and connected to the Stimulator
on the FluoroSync™ (Leads) screen.
Compatible Leads:
• Infinion™ 16 xxcm 16 Contact Lead
• Infinion CX xxcm 16 Contact Lead
• Linear™ xxcm 8 Contact Lead
• Linear ST xxcm 8 Contact Lead
• Linear 3-4 xxcm 8 Contact Lead
• Linear 3-6 xxcm 8 Contact Lead
• Avista™ MRI xxcm 8 Contact Lead
• Artisan™ 2x8 Surgical Lead
• Artisan MRI 2x8 Surgical Lead
• CoverEdge™ 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead
• CoverEdge X 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead
• Precision™ M8 xxcm Adapter
• Precision S8 xxcm Adapter
• 8 Contact Extensions
• 2x4 Splitters
• 2x8 Splitters
Note: xx denotes length (cm)
The Precision Spectra and Spectra WaveWriter Systems support 32 contact surgical Leads, or any
combination of 8 contact percutaneous, 16 contact percutaneous, and 16 contact surgical Leads
totaling up to 32 active contacts. The Precision Novi and Precision Montage MRI Systems support
16 contact (2x8) surgical Leads, 16 contact percutaneous Leads, or a combination of 8 contact
percutaneous Leads, totaling up to 16 active contacts.
The Avista MRI Lead is only compatible with the Precision Montage MRI System.
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The FluoroSync screen can be accessed by selecting the FluoroSync
Configuration screen.

button from the

When connected to a 4-port
Stimulator, the FluoroSync screen
shows ports A, B, C and D.
Note: Throughout this manual,
the FluoroSync screen is shown
connected to a 4-port Stimulator

Figure 10a: FluoroSync Screen when connected to a 4-port Stimulator

When connected to a 2-port
Stimulator, the FluoroSync screen
shows ports C and D.

Figure 10b: FluoroSync Screen when connected to a 2-port Stimulator

The features on the FluoroSync screen are described in the following table:
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Panel

Description

1

Lead Selection
Panel

Displays all supported percutaneous and paddle Leads for the Stimulator.
Note:
• 1x8 percutaneous = Lead included in the Linear (ST) xxcm
8 Contact Lead kits and Avista MRI xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits.
• 1x8 percutaneous (4mm spacing) = Linear 3-4 lead xxcm 8 Contact
Lead kits
• 1x8 percutaneous (6mm spacing) = Linear 3-6 lead xxcm 8 Contact
Lead kits
• 1x16 percutaneous = Lead included in the Infinion xxcm
16 Contact Lead kits or in the Infinion CX xxcm 16 Contact Lead kits
• 2x8 paddle = Artisan xxcm 2x8 Surgical Lead kits
• 4x8 paddle (tightly-spaced) = CoverEdge 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead
kits
4x8 paddle (widely-spaced) = CoverEdge X 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead
kits
Note: xx denotes Lead length.

2

Lead Placement
Panel

Illustrates and records the vertebral level of the spinal column where Leads
are placed.

3

Placement/Grid
Lines

Illustrates and records the mediolateral placement of the Leads. A Lead
can be dragged and dropped on to one of seven Grid Lines on the Lead
Placement panel.
Note: After placing the first percutaneous Lead in a Lead Group, only
alternating Grid Lines will be available for additional percutaneous Leads
that are placed in that Lead Group. To view all seven Grid Lines, remove all
but one Lead in any Lead Group.

4

Stimulator Ports

Displays the OR Cable ports or Implantable Pulse Generator (IPG) ports
available.

5

Trash Can

Drag and drop individual Leads to the Trash Can to delete.

6

Lead Options
Panel

Contains the following information about a selected Lead (features 7
through 9).

7

Description

For example, “1x8 Percutaneous”.

8

Retrograde
Check Box

If the Retrograde check box is selected, the orientation of the Lead has
been rotated 180 degrees (the distal end of the Lead is positioned caudal
to the insertion point).
Bionic Navigator™ 3D Programming Manual
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9

Lead Group

The selected radio button tells you if a Lead is in Group 1, 2, 3, or 4.
See “Assigning a Lead to a Group” in this manual for additional information.

10

LeadSync Scan
Button

Initiates an electronic Lead scan. Refer to “Using LeadSync Technology”.

11

Zoom

The Zoom feature allows the user to either zoom in or zoom out from the
current image resolution. To zoom in, move the
to the right or press the
button. To zoom out, move the
to the left or press the
button.
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Configuring Leads from the Configuration Screen
1. Drag the desired Lead from the Lead Selection panel into the appropriate vertebral level and
medio-lateral position within the Lead Placement panel. The Lead snaps horizontally to the
nearest Grid Line when released.

2. Connect the tail(s) of the Lead(s) to the appropriate port. Select the numbered circle of the
tail and drag it over the appropriate port and release.
3. Verify that each tail has been correctly assigned to the appropriate port.
Note: The 1x8 percutaneous Lead displays one tail that corresponds to all eight contacts.
The 1x16 percutaneous Lead displays two tails: the first tail corresponds to the contacts 1-8 on the
distal end of the Lead and the second tail corresponds to contacts 9-16. The 2x8 paddle Lead displays
two tails: the first tail corresponds to the left column of eight contacts and the second tail corresponds to
the right column of eight contacts. The 4x8 paddle Leads display four tails:
• The first tail with one marker band corresponds to the first column of contacts (1-8).
• The second tail with two marker bands corresponds to the second column of 8 contacts (9-16).
• The third tail with three marker bands corresponds to the third column of 8 contacts (17-24).
• The fourth tail with four marker bands corresponds to the fourth column of 8 contacts (25-32).

Figure 11: Lead Configuration with two percutaneous Leads placed.
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Changing a Lead’s Orientation on the Lead Placement Panel
From the FluoroSync screen:
1. Select a Lead.
2. Select the Retrograde check box to flip the Lead 180 degrees, so that the distal end is
pointing caudally and the proximal tails emerge from the rostral end of the Lead.
3. If desired, uncheck the Retrograde check box to flip the Lead back to its original (default)
position.

Figure 12: Changing Lead Orientation
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Assigning a Lead to a Group
Lead Groups specify which Leads should be programmed together in automated programming modes
(for example, to create an independent stimulation field).
Note: Multiple percutaneous Leads can be grouped together, but any paddle Lead must be in its own
Lead Group. In manual programming mode, you can program across Lead groups.
The first Lead dropped into the Lead Placement panel is assigned to Group 1. Each subsequent
percutaneous Lead dropped into this panel is assigned to the Group of whichever Lead is currently
selected. Lead Group assignments can be changed by selecting a Lead then selecting one of the four
radio buttons for Lead Groups; however, the target Lead Group must be empty. To add a new Lead to a
Lead Group that already has a percutaneous Lead assigned to it, a new Lead must be added from the
Lead Selection panel on the left.
When a Paddle Lead is dropped into the Lead Placement panel, it is assigned to its own Lead Group, if
an empty Lead Group is available. Additional Leads cannot be added to Lead Groups that are already
occupied by a paddle Lead.
IMPORTANT: Only Leads that are in the same Lead Group will interact to program a stimulation Area,
except when programming in Manual mode. Refer to “Using Manual Mode”.
1. Drag and drop the desired Lead onto the Lead Placement panel. As stated earlier, the first
Lead dropped will be automatically assigned to Group 1.
2. Subsequent percutaneous Leads dropped onto the Lead Placement panel will be added to
Group 1. When a paddle Lead is dropped, it will be assigned to its own Lead Group if an
empty Lead Group is available.
3. Lead Groups can be modified by selecting the desired Lead, then selecting a different Lead
Group radio button on the right of the screen.
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Using LeadSync™ Technology
LeadSync technology allows you to measure the relative rostrocaudal orientation between two or more
Leads in the same Lead Group. Select the LeadSync button on the lower right hand corner of the
FluoroSync screen. The LeadSync pop-up window will display the results for the first Lead Group.

Figure 13: LeadSync Pop-Up Window

The components on the LeadSync pop-up window are described in the following table.
Component

Description

1

Lead Group drop-down list

Allows you to select a specific Lead Group to review.

2

Cancel button

Discards the LeadSync results for the Lead Group shown.

3

Rescan button

Re - runs LeadSync for all Lead Groups.

4

Apply button

Allows you to accept the LeadSync results for the Lead Group
shown, adjusting the relative alignment of the Leads accordingly.

5

Close button

Closes the LeadSync pop-up window to return to the Leads
screen.
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The image displayed on the LeadSync pop-up window may display a different relative Lead orientation
than what was configured in the Lead Placement panel. Between each pair of Leads is a symbol
indicating the correlation of the LeadSync measurement to the displayed Lead offset, as the LeadSync
measurement is dependent on the geometry of the actual Lead placement. There are three symbols
that describe LeadSync measurement results:
Correlation of LeadSync Measurement to the displayed Lead offset is high. See Figure 14.
Correlation of LeadSync Measurement to the displayed Lead offset is low. See Figure 15.
LeadSync is unable to provide meaningful result and will display the Lead configuration
that was manually specified by user. See Figure 16.

Figure 14: LeadSync with Check Mark - A check mark in a green circle indicates that correlation of LeadSync
Measurement to the displayed Lead offset is high. If the displayed LeadSync measurement is applied, the Leads will
be re-aligned with respect to the center of the Lead Group and displayed in the Lead Placement panel.
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Figure 15: LeadSync with Question Mark - A question mark in a yellow circle indicates that the correlation of
LeadSync Measurement to the displayed Lead offset is low. If the displayed LeadSync measurement is applied, the
Leads will be re-aligned with respect to the center of the Lead Group and displayed in the Lead Placement panel.
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Figure 16: LeadSync with X – An “x” in a yellow circle indicates that LeadSync was unable to provide meaningful
result and will display the Lead configuration that was manually specified by user. Applying this LeadSync result will
not result in any Lead orientation changes.
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Measuring Impedances
Impedance values can be measured at each contact. From the Configuration screen, select the
Impedance

button to measure impedances and display the Impedance screen.

Figure 17: Impedance Screen

The results of the Impedance measurement at each contact are displayed in terms of the Stimulator
port connections as seen in Figure 17. If desired, you can select the Measure button again to perform
another Impedance measurement.
A green circle indicates that the impedance measurement is less than the high impedance threshold
of the Stimulator being measured. An orange circle indicates that the measurement is above the high
impedance threshold of the Stimulator being measured with reduced accuracy. In Figure 17, Contacts
C1, C2, and D1-8 display impedances above the high impedance threshold of the Stimulator being
measured.
Note: High impedance values starting from Contact 1 on the A, B, C, or D ports may indicate that a
Lead is not properly seated in the OR Cable or IPG header. In Figure 17, the results for Port C and
D may indicate that the Lead was not fully inserted into the IPG header. For Stimulators with only 16
contacts, only Ports C and D will be shown.
To print the impedance measurements, select the Print button on the Impedance screen.
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Programming the Patient
After the Stimulator connection has been established and the Leads have been configured, you are
now ready to program the Stimulator, which is performed in the Programs or Programs and Schedules
screen. To access the Programs or Programs and Schedules screen, select the Programs or
Programs and Schedules Expander Bar. This expander bar is accessible only when:
•
•

A Stimulator is connected (see Connecting to a Stimulator)
Leads have been configured and connected to the Stimulator (see Configuring Leads)

There may be a delay while the Lead configuration is downloaded to the Stimulator.

Spectra WaveWriter Programmable Parameters
Parameter

Range

Default

Amplitude

0 - 25.5 mA

0 mA

Hza

Rate

2 – 1200

Pulse Width

20 – 1000 µsb

40 Hz
210 μs

Cycling

OFF

Cycle ON

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

Cycle OFF

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

1 – 10 sec

3 sec

Ramp Up

-orOFF
Programmable Contacts

Spectra WaveWriter: 32 + IPG case (Anode/Cathode/Off)

OFF

Independent Areas of Stimulation per Program

4

N/A

Available Programs

16

N/A

Available Schedules

4

N/A

Available Programmable Tabs per Schedule

12

N/A

Program or Wait Period Duration within a Schedule

10 seconds - 7 days

N/A

a. Stimulation frequencies displayed are representative of only a single area being used in stimulation. When more than one area is used, the frequency of
stimulation in an area may vary to accommodate pulses in other areas and may be less than the displayed frequency on the Clinician Programmer.
b. Amplitude × Width ≤ 12.7 μC for all Leads other than the 4x8 surgical Lead; Amplitude × Width ≤ 9.1 μC for the 4x8 surgical Lead.
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Precision Spectra Programmable Parameters
Parameter

Range

Amplitude

0 - 25.5 mA

Rate
Pulse Width

2 – 1200

Default
Hza

20 – 1000

µsb

Cycling

0 mA
40 Hz
210 μs
OFF

Cycle ON

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

Cycle OFF

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

1 – 10 sec

3 sec

Ramp Up

-orOFF
Programmable Contacts

Precision Spectra: 32 + IPG case (Anode/Cathode/Off)

OFF

Independent Areas of Stimulation per Program

4

N/A

Available Programs

16

N/A

a. Only one Area is available if the rate is >130 pps.
b. Amplitude × Width ≤ 12.7 μC for all Leads other than the 4x8 surgical Lead; Amplitude × Width ≤ 9.1 μC for the 4x8 surgical Lead.
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Precision Novi and Precision Montage MRI Programmable Parameters
Parameter

Range

Amplitude

0 - 25.5 mA

Rate
Pulse Width

2 – 1200

Default
0 mA

Hza

20 – 1000

40 Hz

µsb

210 μs

Cycling

OFF

Cycle ON

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

Cycle OFF

0 sec – 90 min

N/A

1 – 10 sec

3 sec

Ramp Up

-orOFF
Programmable Contacts

Precision Novi: 16 + IPG case (Anode/Cathode/Off)
Precision Montage MRI: 16 + IPG case (Anode/Cathode/Off)

OFF

Independent Areas of Stimulation per Program

4

N/A

Available Programs

16

N/A

a. Only one Area is available if the rate is >130 pps.
b. Amplitude × Width ≤ 12.7 μC.

Precision Novi and Precision Montage MRI Maximum Current Amplitude per
Electrode vs Impedance
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Basic Panel

1
2
3
4

5

Figure 18: Basic Panel

The components on the Basic panel are described in the table below.
Component

Description

1

Program Carousel

Used to access program slots for storing or creating up to 16
patient Programs.

2

Program ON/OFF Button

Turns Therapy ON or OFF for the current, active Program.
Refer to “Turning Therapy ON or OFF”.

3

Program Name and Program
Drop-Down Menu

A name for the current program can be entered in this field.
Program Options for the active Program can be viewed by
selecting on the down arrow next to the Program Name field.
Refer to “Understanding the Program Drop-Down Menu”.
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4

Area Slot

A Program can have up to four Areas. Each Area has its own
dedicated slot, which displays the parameters programmed
for that Area. Refer to “Understanding the Area Slots”.

5

Temporary Areas Expander

During programming, there may be a need to temporarily
store a specific configuration for later use. These can be
stored here. Refer to “Temporarily Saving Areas”.

Parameters Panel
When the Parameters Tab is selected, only the Parameters panel will be expanded. However, when the
Full View Tab is selected, both the Parameters panel and the Lead Group panel will be expanded.
The Parameters panel displays controls for changing the stimulation parameters for the Area or for the
Program, which are accessed by two distinct tabs. There is one stimulation parameter that is available
for configuring a Program – total amplitude. There are three stimulation parameters that are available
to you for configuring an Area – amplitude, pulse width, and rate. The amplitude of stimulation is the
strength of a stimulation pulse and is measured in milliamps (mA). The pulse width of the stimulation
describes the length of time a stimulation pulse is applied to the area. The pulse width is measured
in microseconds (μs). The rate (or frequency or pulse rate) of the stimulation dictates how often
a stimulation pulse is delivered in one second. The rate of stimulation is measured in Hertz (Hz).
Pulses can be delivered in a symmetric biphasic (active recharge) or non-symmetric biphasic (passive
recharge) configuration. Clinicians can select parameter options based on patient preferences (for
example comfort, therapy onset, and charge burden).
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Figure 19: Parameters Panel

The components on the Parameters panel are described in the table below.
Component

Description

Availability

1

Amplitude Control

Increases (“+”) or decreases (“-”)
stimulation amplitude. Refer to “Increasing/
Decreasing Amplitude”.

Program Tab, Area Tab

2

Pulse Width
Control

Increases (“+”) or decreases (“-”)
the stimulation pulse width. Refer to
“Increasing/Decreasing Pulse Width”.

Area Tab

3

Rate Control

Increases (“+”) or decreases (“-”) the
stimulation pulse rate. Refer to “Increasing/
Decreasing Rate”.

Area Tab

4

Programming
Mode Drop-Down
List

Changes Programming Mode. Refer to
“Electrode Programming”.

Area Tab

5

Apply Calibration

Applies thresholds from DHM mode to
calibrate a Contour field shape.

Area Tab (Contour Mode
only)
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6

Advanced Options
Tab

When expanded, displays Resolution
and Focus controls. Refer to “Selecting
Advanced Options”.

7

Polarity and
Percentage Control

Use to change polarity (cathode or anode) Area Tab (Manual Mode
and percentage after selecting an individual only)
contact or the case.

8

Equalize Control

Use to equally distribute all cathodic or
Area Tab (Manual Mode
anodic current among active contacts in the only)
selected Area.

9

Clear All

Sets all electrode polarities to off.
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Lead Group Panel
Expanding the Full View Tab displays the Lead Group panel. The Lead Group panel displays
configured Leads in each Lead Group. The Bionic Navigator 3D software displays the anode and
cathode configuration on a virtual spine. This will help visualize what contacts are being used to make
programming more efficient.

Figure 20: Lead Group Panel

The components on the Lead Group panel are described in the following table.
Component

Description

1

Leads View

Displays Leads and electrode programming for the selected Lead
Group.

2

Lead Group Tabs

Allows selection of a Lead Group. One tab is available for each of the 4
Lead Groups.
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3

Central Point of
Stimulation (CPS)

Center of stimulation field for the electrode combination, as denoted
by the letter A, B, C, or D. See “Electrode Programming” for additional
information. For active areas and how temp area CPSs are displayed,
see “Temporarily Saving Areas”.
Note: This is not available in Manual Mode.

4

Zoom

The Zoom feature allows the user to zoom in and out of the Leads View.
To zoom in, move the
to the right or press the
button. To zoom
out, move the
to the left or press the
button.

Selecting the Program
There are 16 Program slots available for programming. These Programs are arranged in a carousel in
the Basic panel. When a Program is selected, it will appear in the forefront, but therapy will be off by
default.

Figure 21: Occupied Slots on the Carousel

Once a slot is accessed and configured, that slot will be considered occupied. A numerical placeholder
that looks like

will occupy that slot to signify that the slot has been programmed.
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Electrode Programming
You may program the patient using programming modes: Electronic Trolling (E-Troll), Navigate, Bipole,
Dorsal Horn Modulation (DHM), Contour, and Manual. In Manual mode, you manually select anodes
and cathodes. E-Troll and Navigate are both automated programming modes that perform current
steering along the electrode array. The difference between the two is the resolution. E-Troll quickly
sweeps the electrode array by moving the cathode in a bipolar fashion. Navigate mode uses more
electrode combinations than E-Troll to fine tune the coverage. The recommended stimulation settings
are calculated using a mathematical model of field potentials 1,2,6,7, that are based on average values
of tissue properties such as CSF thickness 5 and tissue resistivity values 3 that may not be accurate for
a given individual subject, and thus, the physician should not solely depend on this program to optimize
stimulation settings.
Bipole is another automated programming mode that can perform current steering along an electrode
array. Bipole mode displays a CPS for both the Anode and Cathode, unlike E-Troll and Navigate
modes. The programmer can adjust the anode/cathode rostral/caudal configuration and the distance
between the two poles using the Focus feature.
DHM mode uses a proprietary algorithm, Multiple Independent Current Control (MICC), and threshold
inputs to create a DHM™ field shape characterized by an even distribution of current over the area of
interest on the spinal cord.
Contour is another automated programming mode that uses a different algorithm as compared to
E-Troll, Navigate and Bipole mode. The Contour field shape a variant of a Bipole. Contour mode
displays a blue rectangle indicating the Contour target field. This proprietary algorithm creates a unique
field shape that is characterized by a broad electric field. A uniform distribution of the electric field is
achieved by applying threshold calibrations that are specific to a patient’s anatomy and lead position.
Contour mode displays a blue rectangle indicating the Contour target field. Using Contour mode,
this field shape can be steered to different target locations on the electrode array and it’s size can be
modified using the focus feature.
Note: Manual mode is not available when only the Parameters Tab is expanded.
Table of Possible Contact Displays
Cathode
Anode
High Impedance. Upon entering the Programs screen, high impedance contacts
are highlighted in red.
Note: The IPG case can also be selected as a cathode or anode.
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Using E-Troll Mode
To program in E-Troll mode for the selected area:
1. Select the Area you would like to program.
Note: If a new Area is created, selecting E-Troll mode will automatically define the electrode
programming so that the CPS is at the top left corner of your Lead configuration. However, if
no changes are made to the Area, it will not be saved.
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to use. Only one Lead Group can be used per Area.
3. Select E-Troll in the Programming Mode drop-down list.
4. Point and Click to place the CPS to the area of interest on the screen.
5. Adjust Amplitude until strength of stimulation is at the desired level.
6. Use the steering direction arrows to move the CPS left, right, up, or down.
7. Adjust Advanced Options as needed. Refer to “Understanding the Advanced Options”.
Note: Amplitude, Pulse Width and Rate may be adjusted at any time.
Note: When a different Lead Group is selected, any existing electrode configuration for the highlighted
Area will be cleared.

Using Navigate Mode
To program in Navigate mode:
1. Select the Area you would like to program.
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to use. Only one Lead Group can be used per Area.
3. Select Navigate in the Programming Mode drop-down list.
4. Point and Click to place the CPS to the area of interest on the screen.
5. Adjust Amplitude until strength of stimulation is at the desired level.
6. Use the steering direction arrows to move the CPS left, right, up, or down.
7. Adjust Advanced Options as needed. Refer to “Understanding the Advanced Options”.
Note: Amplitude, Pulse Width or Rate may be adjusted at any time.
Note: If a new Area was created, selecting Navigate mode will automatically define the electrode
programming so that the CPS is at the top left corner of your Lead configuration.
Note: When a different Lead Group is selected, any existing electrode configuration for the highlighted
Area will be cleared.

Using Bipole Mode
1. Select the Area you would like to program
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to start with.
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3. Select Bipole in the Programming Mode Drop-Down Menu.
4. Point and Click to place the CPS to the area of interest on the screen.
5. Adjust Amplitude until strength of stimulation is at the desired level.
6. Use the steering direction arrows to move the CPS left, right, up, or down.
7. Adjust Advanced Options as needed.
Note: Amplitude, Pulse Width or Rate may be adjusted at any time.

Using DHM Mode
1. Select the Area you would like to program.
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to start with.
3. Select DHM in the Programming Mode Drop-Down.
4. Select the first contact you would like to use and test for threshold.
5. Once threshold is reached, select Mark. Selecting Unmark removes the threshold from
being used.
6. Repeat step 5 until all contacts of interest are marked.
7. Select Submit.
8. Adjust Amplitude only.

Using Contour Mode
1. Select the Area you would like to program.
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to start with.
3. Select Contour in the Programming Mode Drop-Down Menu.
4. Point and Click to place the target to the area of interest on the screen. The steering
direction arrows can also be used.
5. Adjust Amplitude until strength of stimulation is at the desired level.
6. Adjust Advanced Options and Apply Calibration as needed.
Note: Amplitude, Pulse Width or Rate may be adjusted at any time

Using Manual Mode
To program in Manual mode:
1. Select the Area you would like to program.
2. Select the Lead Group you would like to start with.
Note: Multiple Lead Groups can be manually programmed within one Area. However, when
a configuration for one Area uses multiple Lead Groups, the user will be unable to switch the
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programming mode back to E-Troll or Navigate mode until only one Lead Group is used for
that Area.
3. Select Manual in the Programming Mode Drop-Down Menu.
Note: If desired, to minimize the number of contacts with polarity assigned, click on the
center of a contact before selecting Manual in the Programming Mode Drop-Down Menu.
4. Select a contact or the IPG case, and specify the polarity using the Polarity Control (see
Figure 19).
5. Continue selecting contacts and specifying polarities.
6. Optional: the Equalize control to equally distribute all cathodic and or anodic currents as
needed.
7. Adjust Amplitude until strength of stimulation is at the desired level.
8. Manually steer current using the Percentage Control (see Figure 19).
Note: Amplitude, Pulse Width or Rate may be adjusted at any time.
Manual Mode offers the option of using Prism™ Targeting Technology, which allows placement of
anodic or cathodic current on the IPG.
Note: When the Full View Tab is not expanded, Manual Mode Controls are unavailable. If the user
switches from Manual mode to either E-Troll or Navigate mode during manual programming, the CPS
will be detected and the electrode configuration will be changed to optimize stimulation. Any current on
the IPG case will be cleared.

Increasing/Decreasing Amplitude
To increase or decrease the amplitude of the selected Area:
1. Select and release the

button under “Amplitude” to incrementally increase the

amplitude. Select and hold the

button to increase amplitude at a faster rate.

Note: Alternatively, the Remote Control up button may be used.
2. Select and release the

button under “Amplitude” to incrementally decrease the

amplitude. Select and hold the
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Note: Alternatively, the Remote Control down button may be used
To increase or decrease the amplitude for all areas that have stimulation turned on:
1. Select the Program Tab in the Parameters panel.
2. Increase or decrease the amplitude as described above.

Increasing/Decreasing Pulse Width
To increase or decrease the pulse width of the selected Area:
1. Select and release the

button under “Pulse Width” to incrementally increase the pulse

width. Select and hold the
2. Select and release the

button to increase pulse width at a faster rate.
button under “Pulse Width” to incrementally decrease the pulse

width. Select and hold the

button to decrease pulse width at a faster rate.

Note: The Pulse Width control is not displayed when the Program Tab in the Parameters panel is
selected.

Increasing/Decreasing Rate
To increase or decrease the rate of the selected Area:
1. Select and release the
and hold the

button to increase rate at a faster pace.

2. Select and release the
and hold the

button under “Rate” to incrementally increase the rate. Select

button under “Rate” to incrementally decrease the rate. Select

button to decrease rate at a faster pace.

Note: The Rate control is not displayed when the Program Tab in the Parameters panel is selected.

Programming Subperception
To determine perception threshold, follow the instructions below:
1. Starting from OFF, and with the patient in a comfortable position (or in a prone position),
increase amplitude until paresthesia or any type of stimulation sensation is just barely felt by
the patient.
2. Note the amplitude level in milliamps.
3. Lower the amplitude to the appropriate level, depending on the desired percentage of
perception threshold.
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Using the Keyboard Shortcuts

The follow keyboard shortcuts can be used during the programming session:
Key

Function

Q

Turn Therapy OFF

A

Increase stimulation amplitude

Z

Decrease stimulation amplitude

/

Selected Area is copied to the first available Temporary Area

I

Steer up (for E-Troll, Navigate, Bipole, and Contour modes only)

M

Steer down (for E-Troll, Navigate, Bipole, and Contour modes only)

J

Steer left (for E-Troll, Navigate, Bipole, and Contour modes only)

L

Steer right (for E-Troll, Navigate, Bipole, and Contour modes only)

Understanding Areas Slots
Each Area slot has the following components:

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 22: Area Slot

Component

Description

1

Area Icon

The Area icon indicates whether an Area has been configured, and
whether that Area’s stimulation is ON or OFF. If an Area has been
configured, it will contain an Area icon. If the Area stimulation is ON,
it will be green. If the Area stimulation is off, it will be white.

2

Remote Icon

The Remote Control icon indicates whether the Area is active
(available on the Remote Control) or not. If the area is active, the
Remote Control icon will appear active (in color). If the area is
inactive the Remote Control icon will appear inactive (grayed out).
It is possible for the Stimulation Area to be turned off, but still be
available in the Remote.
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3

Area Name

A name for each Area can be defined. Select the Area name field to
change it. After typing the name, press <enter> to save it.

4

Area Amplitude

Programmed amplitude for the Area.

5

Area Pulse Width

Programmed pulse width for the Area.

6

Area Rate

Programmed rate for the Area.

7

Area Options

Drop down menu that gives the option to either copy the selected
Area slot to another slot within the same Program, or clear the Area
slot. Refer to “Copying Areas to Other Area Slots” and “Clearing an
Area”.

8

Area ON/OFF Button

Turns Therapy ON or OFF for the corresponding Area. If the Area is
turned OFF using this control, the Area will become inactive and not
be available in the Remote Control.

Turning Therapy ON or OFF
Therapy refers to patterns of stimulation used to reduce the awareness of pain. The stimulation that
provides this therapy can be turned on or off at the Area level and the Program level.
ON

OFF

Area ON/OFF
Button
Program ON/OFF
Button
Therapy ON/OFF
Button
Note: Therapy ON/OFF Button is available on all screens.
To turn ON an area:
1. Ensure that the Area you wish to turn ON is occupied and has a non-zero amplitude.
2. Select

for the Area.

To turn OFF an area:
1. Select

for the Area you wish to turn off.
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Note: If you turn off a specific area, it becomes inactive and unavailable on the Remote Control.
Both the Program ON/OFF button and the Therapy ON/OFF button can be used to start and stop
stimulation for all active Areas in the current program.
To turn Therapy OFF for all active Areas:
1. Select
or the Program
Therapy will stop for all Areas that are ON.

button.

To turn Therapy ON for all active Areas:
2. Select

or the Program

button.

Caution: If any other device is used to turn Therapy OFF during programming,
turn the Therapy On/Off Button on the CP to OFF before resuming
programming. This will ensure that the CP is synchronized with the stimulation
status of the Stimulator.

Understanding the Advanced Options
In the Bipole, Contour, Navigate, and E-Troll programming modes, there are two Advanced Options
available: Resolution and Focus. Both are accessible by expanding the Advanced Options Tab.
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Figure 23: Advanced Options

Advanced Options Features
1

Advanced

Selecting the advanced button allows you to access or hide the Resolution and
Focus options.

2

Resolution

Changes the size of steering steps in the programming modes. Options are:
Fine, Medium, and Coarse.
Fine resolution enables very small increments in the position of the Central
Point of Stimulation. Coarse resolution enables quicker steering between
contacts.

3

Focus

Changes distance between anodes and cathodes. A warning message will
appear if you try to steer when Focus is “out of range”, and a blue vertical line
will appear in the Focus window to indicate where it needs to be in order to
resume steering. The two Focus lines (blue line, dark gray line) need to overlap
in order to steer current using the Bipole, Contour, E-Troll, and Navigate mode.
In Bipole mode, Focus is defined in terms of distance in millimeter units.
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4

Apply
Calibration

Adjusts the anode/cathode configuration of the Contour field shape by applying
threshold measurements obtained in DHM mode. Steering and advanced
options are not available after a Contour field shape has been calibrated.
Removing the applied calibration will revert to the CPS before the apply
calibration action.

Understanding the Program Drop-Down Menu
To view the Program Drop-Down Menu:
1. Select the desired Program from the Program Carousel.
2. Select the Drop-Down Menu icon

next to the Program Name.

Program Drop-Down Menu Features
Copy to…

Copies the currently active Program to another slot in the Program Carousel.

Delete

Deletes all programming for the selected Program. After acknowledging, Area A will be
automatically created.

Revert to… Gives the option of going back to the settings from the last programming visit (“Last
Clinician Settings”) or to the settings prior to making any changes in the current
programming visit (“Walk-in settings”).
Battery
Estimate

Displays an estimate of how often a patient with a rechargeable battery would have to
charge if the currently active Program were used.
Displays an Energy Use Index that corresponds to the estimated energy usage of a
non-rechargeable battery if the currently active Program were used. For additional
information, refer to the Precision Novi Information for Prescribers Directions for Use.

Automation Displays a new window with a list of therapy scripts available to execute.
Options

Displays a new window, Options screen, where you can specify Stimulator, Program,
and Area options, such as enabling MicroBurst3D™ Waveform, enabling Cycling,
Maximum or Minimum Amplitude, adjusting or enabling Ramp Up, and Remote Control
Locks.
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Features of the Options Screen
Depending on the Stimulator type that the CP is connected to, the Options screen displayed in this
manual may look different and some options will not be available.
MicroBurst3D
Waveform*

A burst waveform with increased resolution in the 0 to 1 second range, within
and between packets of stimulation. The MicroBurst3D Waveform feature is only
available with the Spectra WaveWriter Stimulator.

Continuous

Constant stimulation.
This is the default stimulation state for all Programs and Areas.
Specifies the on and off duration of stimulation delivery for an entire Program or for
individual Areas within a Program. Cycling is often used to conserve energy.

Cycle

*MicroBurst3D Waveform settings result in the creation of bursts from 2 to over 1,000 pulses.

The Maximum and Minimum Amplitude options, or Max and Min mA, limits the stimulation amplitude.
Cycling and Max mA can be specified for an entire Program, or for individual Areas within the Program.
Ramp Up is the amount of time to gradually increase stimulation from zero to the programmed
amplitude. Ramp Up time can be specified for Areas or Programs.

Figure 24: Program Options
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Figure 25a: Continuous and Cycle Area Options

Figure 25b: MicroBurst3D Waveform Area Options
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To Cycle the currently active Program:
1. Select

next to the Program Name.

2. Select Options.
3. Select the Cycle option from the Program tab or the Area tab.
Note: If the Cycle button is selected on the Program Options screen, all Areas will be cycling by
default. To change the cycling option of a particular Area, select the Area tab and check/uncheck
the Cycle box for the desired Area.
4. Choose an ON time and an OFF time from the respective drop-down menus.
5. Select OK.
Cycling one or more Areas within a currently active Program at Different Cycle times:
1. Select
next to the Program Name.
2. Select Options.
3. Select the Continuous option from the Program tab.
4. Go to the Area tab.
5. Select the Cycle check box for the desired Areas.
6. Choose an ON time and an OFF time from the respective drop-down menus.
7. Select OK.
Creating a MicroBurst3D Waveform in an Area:
1. Select
next to the Program Name.
2. Select Options.
3. Select the MicroBurst option from the Program tab. Note: Ramp Up is unavailable when
MicroBurst is enabled.
4. Go to the Area tab.
5. Choose the desired number of pulses using the ON drop-down menu.
6. Choose the desired off time between bursts by using the OFF drop-down menu.
The “inter-burst” and “intra-burst” frequencies can be viewed in the Area tab screen as shown
in Figure 25b. Inter-burst frequency is the frequency between burst packets. Intra-burst
frequency is the frequency within each burst.
7. Select OK.
To specify the Min or Max mA for the currently active Program or for a specific Area:
1. Select

next to the Program Name.

2. Select Options.
3. Select either the Program tab or the Area tab, as appropriate.
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4. Adjust the amplitude limit (Min or Max mA) using the up and down arrows. This will be the
minimum or maximum amplitude that can be used with the current Program or Area.
5. Select OK.
To specify the Ramp Up for the currently active Program or a specified Area:
1. Select

next to the Program Name.

2. Select Options.
3. Select the Program tab or the Area tab.
4. Check the Ramp Up check box to enable a ramped start.
5. Choose a duration for Ramp Up using the up and down arrows.
6. Select OK.

Specifying Remote Control Locks
The lockout selection provides or denies patient’s access to the following features in the Remote
Control:
•
•
•
•
•

Pulse Width control
Rate Control
Main Menu
Area Menu
Program and Schedules Menu

To lock out one of these features in the Remote Control:
1. Select

next to the Program Name.

2. Select Options.
3. Select the Stimulator tab.
4. Check the features you would like to deny access to in the Remote Control. The patient will
only have access to the features that are not checked.
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Copying Areas to other Area Slots
The selected Area can be copied to another Area slot within the same program.

Figure 26: Programs Screen

To copy an Area to another Area slot within the same program:
1. Select the desired Program from the Program Carousel.
2. Select the Area you wish to copy.
3. Select the Area Options drop-down menu icon

.

4. Choose the Area slot you wish to “Copy” the Area to.
5. After the Area has been copied, the initial source Area will turn off and become inactive. The
new Area will become active and the stimulation state will be the same as the source Area
before the copy, e.g., stimulation will be on if the source Area was on before the copy.

Clearing an Area
To clear an Area from a Program:
1. Select the desired Program from the Program Carousel.
2. Select the Area you wish to clear.
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3. Select the Area Options drop-down menu icon

.

4. Select Clear.
5. A pop-up message will appear to confirm before clearing the area. Select OK.

Figure 27: Clear Area Dialog Box

Note: If you are clearing the last occupied area, the following message will display:
After clearing this Area, a default Area A will be created. Clear Area?

Temporarily Saving Areas
During programming, there may be a need to temporarily store a specific contact configuration and
stimulation settings for later use. This configuration can later be copied into any Program’s Area slots.
To temporarily save an Area:
1. Select the Area slot that contains the contact configuration and stimulation parameters you
wish to temporarily save.
2. Expand the Temporary Area Expander (“Temp Areas”).
Note: When the Temp Areas is opened, the Central Points of Stimulation for the Temporary
Areas are shown on the Programs screen.
3. Select an empty slot, which will display “Click to save current settings”.
Note: All Temporary Areas will be deleted at the end of the programming session or after changing
Lead configurations.
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Figure 28: Temporary Areas

To copy a Temporary Area back into one of the Area slots:
1. Select the Area slot you wish to overwrite with a Temporary Area.
2. Select the ↑ icon
3. The following pop-up will appear:
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Figure 29: Overwrite Area Dialog Box

4. Select OK.
5. The new Area will initially be inactive with stimulation therapy off.

Defining a Schedule
Note: The Schedule feature is only available for the Spectra WaveWriter Stimulator.
A schedule is a configuration of Programs and Wait Periods that are automatically cycled, either
randomly or in a sequence, at defined time intervals. Schedules are designed to increase ease-of-use
for the patient and efficiency of optimizing their personal therapy. With automatic cycling of programs,
patients can experience different types of therapy from delivery of different waveforms, without using
their remote control.

Overview of the Schedules Screen

If a Schedule is currently running in the Stimulator, the Schedules screen will be active. If a Program is
running, the Programs screen will be active.
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Figure 30: Schedules Screen

1

Program/Schedule
Toggle

2

Programs and
Schedules Expander
Bar
Schedule Number
Schedule Name Box
Schedule ON/OFF
Button

3
4
5

Used to move between the Programs screen and the Schedules
screen.
Note: A Schedule can only be activated from the Schedules screen.
If a Schedule is running and the user moves to the Programs
screen, therapy will turn OFF and the Schedule that was running will
stop running.
Displays which Program or Schedule that is actively running in the
Stimulator.
Displays the number for the Schedule tab.
Used to enter a name for the Schedule.
Turns stimulation therapy ON or OFF for the current, active
Schedule.
Note: On the CP, Schedules can only turned on and off from the
Schedules screen.
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6

Schedule Tabs

Used to access Schedules for storing or creating up to 4 patient
Schedules.
A white Schedule tab denotes open Schedule being created or
modified.
A grey Schedule tab denotes an existing Schedule.
A lighter grey Schedule tab denotes an empty Schedule tab.

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

Sync to Stimulator
Button
Schedule Options

Saves the current Schedule to the Stimulator.
Use Options
to access the Schedule Options drop-down menu.
Schedule Options can be used to copy a Schedule to another open
Schedule tab or to clear a Schedule.

Shuffle Programs While When this box is checked the Programs and Wait periods within a
Running
Schedule will run at random.
Program Position
The user selects or changes the Program or Wait period to include in
the Schedule. Wait periods are defined as “off”.
Program or Wait Period Used to define the run time for a selected Program or Wait period in
Duration
a Schedule. A Program or Wait period in a Schedule can run from 10
seconds to 7 days.

15

Add Program Button
Delete Program
Patient Deactivated
Program
Active Program Bar

16

Move Program

17

Display CPS
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Used to add a Program or Wait period to the Schedule.
Used to delete a Program or Wait period from a Schedule.
If a patient excluded a Program or Wait period from a Schedule
using the Remote Control, the excluded program icon is displayed.
This bar indicates which Program or Wait Period was running and
the amount of relative time that had elapsed with that Program or
Wait Period when the Schedules screen was initially accessed.
Rearrange the Programs or Wait periods in a schedule by clicking on
the drag and drop button and moving the Program to the desired
location in the Schedule list.
Displays the CPS for all areas of the Program in the Schedule.

Programming the Patient

Creating Schedules

1. Ensure that programs are available for the Schedule. If needed, Create Programs for the
Schedule.
2. Use the Program/Schedule toggle to change from the Programs screen to the Schedules
screen.
3. Choose an open Schedule slot.
4. Press the Add Program button.
5. Choose an available Program or Wait period to add to the Schedule.
6. Choose the duration of the Program or Wait period.
7. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you have included all the Programs or Wait periods desired.
-Optional8. Name the Schedule by typing in the Schedule name box.

Copy a Schedule

1. Select the Schedule Options Menu
.
2. Select Copy to (desired empty Schedule slot).
3. Modify Schedule as necessary.
-Optional4. Type a name for the Schedule in the Schedule name box.

Clear a Schedule

1. Select the Schedule Options Menu
2. Select Clear from the list.

.

Remove a Patient Deactivated Program from the Schedule

If a patient has removed a program from the schedule, the Deactivated checkbox will be selected.
1. Select
to remove that program from the Schedule.
If you choose not to remove that program from the Schedule, deselect the Deactivated box.

Using the Schedules Feature

Schedules can be used to support different modes of stimulation therapy, including the Rolling Therapy
Mode and Therapy Evaluation.
The Rolling Therapy Mode uses a Schedule to cycle through Programs in a sequential or random
order. This type of stimulation pattern is designed to introduce variation in stimulation (utilizing different
neural targets, MultiWave Technology, or both) to increase therapy longevity, which may decrease the
need to reprogram a patient.
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The Therapy Evaluation Mode allows optimization and personalization of patient therapy by using
Schedules and patient-provided Therapy Ratings. The Therapy Rating indicates the effectiveness of
each Program during its use. This feature is available on the Remote Control only when connected to
a Spectra WaveWriter Stimulator. Therapy Ratings and Schedule information are summarized in the
Program Usage Report, which can be accessed on the CP (See “Reports” section of this manual).
Schedules can be used for Therapy Evaluation at any point during a patient’s SCS treatment. For
example, during the trial, Therapy Evaluation can be used for the patient to evaluate each Program in
the Schedule provided. This information can be used to identify the waveforms and stimulation patterns
(from specific Programs) that provide the best therapy. In the permanent implant setting, Therapy
Evaluation can be used to customize therapy by identifying the optimal neural target, optimizing energy
usage, adjusting Program settings to maintain pain relief, and evaluating multiple options over a longer
duration.

Saving a Programming Change
After you have created the desired Areas, Programs, and Schedules (if available), ensure you save
your changes. The changes made are saved when exiting the Programs screen, selecting a different
program, navigating between the Programs screen and Schedules screen, pressing the Sync to
Stimulator button in the Schedules screen, or by completing a programming session.

Completing the Programming Session
To complete the programming session:
1. Select the

Quit button on the top toolbar.

2. Select from a list of 3 options:
a. D
 isconnect from Stimulator: Leaves application open for a new programming
session or to maintain access to reports, and tools.
b. Exit Navigator: Closes the programming application
c. Turn off CP: Powers down the computer
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Notes
Select
Notes from the top of any screen (while connected to a Stimulator) to display the Notes
pop-up window.

Figure 31: Notes Pop-Up Window

To Enter Notes on the Notes Pop-Up Window:
1. Select a Reason For Visit from the drop-down list at the top of the window.
2. Type notes in the Session Notes text box.
3. Select the Save button.
4. Select the Close button to close the pop-up window.
Note: One entry will be saved for each programming session, and can be edited at any time during the
programming session. Notes from previous sessions can not be modified.
Note: Notes are stored in the CP database. The most recent 245 characters will also be stored in the
Stimulator.
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Tools

Select Tools from the top of any screen to display the Tools pop-up window. Select the appropriate tab
to access:
• System Defaults
• Backup Data/Logs
• Update Leads
• Update Features

System Defaults

Figure 32: System Defaults
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Component

Description

1

Default Pulse Width
Control

Allows you to increase or decrease default value for pulse width

2

Lock access in Remote
Control for new
Stimulators

Allows you to specify which parameters can be locked out from
patients on the Remote Control.
NOTE: This is a global default setting that applies to all newly
configured Stimulators. To change this setting for an individual
Stimulator, refer to “Specifying Remote Control Locks”.

3

Save

Allows you to save changes.

4

Close

Closes the window.

Changing the Settings on the Patient Configuration Tab
1. Select the
button to increase the Default Pulse Width or select the
decrease the Default Pulse Width.

button to

2. Check the appropriate boxes to lock out patient access from the Remote Control:
• Pulse Width
• Rate
• Main Menu
• Area Menu
• Programs and Schedules Menu
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Backup Data/Logs

This feature allows you to backup the entire patient database on the CP to a specified location.
1. Select Browse to choose a backup location.
2. Select the Save button to perform the backup function.
-orSelect Close to close the window.
Note: After backup is completed, a pop-up window displays which will confirm the location of
the file and indicate that the backup was successful.

Figure 33: Backup Data/Logs
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Update Leads

This feature allows you to enable/disable supported Leads within the Lead Selection panel.
1. Select the row for the desired Lead.
2. Type the Key(s) in the Key column.
3. Select Save.

Figure 34: Update Leads
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Component

Description

Description

Lists the available Leads:
1x8 percutaneous
1x16 percutaneous
2x8 paddle
New Lead 4
New Lead 5
New Lead 8 - 4x8 paddle (tightly-spaced)
New Lead 9 - 4x8 paddle (widely-spaced)
New Lead 10
New Lead 11
New Lead 12 - 1x8 percutaneous (4mm spacing)
New Lead 13 - 1x8 percutaneous (6mm spacing)
Note:
- 1x8 percutaneous = Lead included in the Linear (ST) xxcm 8 Contact
Lead kits and Avista MRI xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits
- 1x8 percutaneous (4mm spacing) = Linear 3-4 lead xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits
- 1x8 percutaneous (6mm spacing) = Linear 3-6 lead xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits
- 1x16 percutaneous = Lead included in the Infinion xxcm 16 Contact Lead kits
or in the Infinion CX xxcm Contact Lead kits
- 2x8 paddle = Artisan xxcm 2x8 Surgical Lead kits
- 4x8 paddle (tightly-spaced) = CoverEdge 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead kits
4x8 paddle (widely-spaced) = CoverEdge X 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead kits
Note: xx denotes Lead length
Note: New Leads 4, 5, 10, 11 shown on Figure 34, cannot be activated.

Enabled

A check mark in this column indicates that the Lead is enabled.

Key

The column which allows you to type in the Key(s) for each Lead.

Save Button

Saves your updates.

Close Button

Closes the window.
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Lead Name

Lead Key Code

New Lead 8 - CoverEdge 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead kits

WFALHH

New Lead 9 - CoverEdge X 32 xxcm 4x8 Surgical Lead kits

MHVEEO

New Lead 12 - 1x8 percutaneous (4 mm spacing) xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits

YCFDRF

New Lead 13 - 1x8 percutaneous (6 mm spacing) xxcm 8 Contact Lead kits

LLKFRM

Update Features

Boston Scientific Stimulators have the ability to be upgraded to the latest software technologies and
waveform capabilities as they become available.
The Update Features tool allows you to enable or disable supported programming features within the
Bionic Navigator 3D software. The steps below outline the process to update a feature:
1. Select the row for the desired feature.
2. Type the Key(s) in the Key column.
3. Select Save.
Component
Features
Enabled
Key
Save
Close

Description
Lists the available features and the compatible device.
A check mark in this column indicates that the Lead is enabled.
The column which allows you to type in the Key(s) for each Lead.
Button Saves your updates.
Button Closes the window.
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Reports
The Reports option allows you to create, print, and export reports. Select
any screen to display the Reports pop-up window.

Reports from the top of

Figure 35: Patient Information Report

Creating a Patient Information Report

1. Select the desired information to be included in the report by checking on any of the
following check box(es):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Patient Information
Clinical Information
Configuration Information
Stimulation Information
Program Use Information
Battery Use Information (only for rechargeable batteries)
Session Notes History
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2. You can filter the list of patients based on the date of their last programming session, by
selecting one of the following radio buttons:
a. Today
b. Last 2 Days
c. 1 Week
d. All
3. Select one or more patients to be included in the report.
Note: Select the Clear All button to clear the check boxes for all patients listed. Select the
Select All button to select all patients listed.
4. Select Create Report. The Reports Output pop-up window displays.
5. Print or Export the report if desired by selecting the Print or Export button.
6. Select Close to close the report.

Program Usage Report

The Program Usage Report displays a chart of Program and/or Schedule usage information, the
amount of energy utilized by the program and, with compatible Stimulators, the patient’s Therapy
Rating for the therapy received at the time of input. This information is used to aid the physician by
helping to optimize therapy, eliminate patient recall bias, and maximize therapy energy efficiency.
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Creating a Program Usage Report

Figure 36: Program Usage

1. From the Reports Menu, select the Program Usage tab
2. Select one patient and one Stimulator to be included in the report.
3. Select the Chart Duration or the timeframe you want to display in the Program Usage Chart.
You can customize the chart duration from the most recent hour to the most recent 28 days
(or any duration between those two endpoints). Slide the right and left to the desired
period of time. You can also use the
on the left and right side of the chart duration bar
to move the left and right to the desired timeframe.
4. Select Create Report.
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Troubleshooting
For Technical Support, contact Boston Scientific.
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Glossary
Ampere
The unit of current intensity (I). In electrical stimulation, current is typically measured in milliamps (mA).
1 mA = 10–3 (0.001) ampere.
Amplitude
The peak value (in milliamps, mA) of a pulse of stimulation.
Anode
The positive electrode of the implant that produces a positive electrical potential. Current flows from the
anode to the cathode. The selection of anodes and cathodes shapes the stimulation field.
Area
A location of stimulation coverage. Four Areas make up a Program. Areas can be active (available in
the remote control) or inactive (not available in the remote control).
Automation
Allows clinician to create and run scripts to automate programming actions.
Bionic Navigator 3D Software
Brand name for the Clinician Programmer software.
Bipole Mode
An automated programming mode that uses MICC to create two effective CPSs of opposite polarity.
The distance between these two poles can be defined by the user.
Burst
Stimulation waveform achieved by repeatedly delivering a group of closely spaced pulses (or packet
of stimulation) followed by a period of quiescent time. All Boston Scientific Stimulators are capable of
creating Burst waveforms of two to seven pulses.
Cathode
The negative electrode of the implant that produces a negative electric potential. Current flows from
the anode to the cathode. Stimulation usually occurs near the cathode. The selection of anodes and
cathodes shapes the stimulation field.
Central Point of Stimulation
Center of stimulation field for the electrode combination.
Charger
An external device that is used to charge the implanted Stimulator.
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Charging
The act of recharging the battery, the power source, of the Stimulator.
Clinician Programmer (CP)
The device that runs the programming software.
Contact (or electrode)
A component of the Lead where current may flow from the IPG’s circuitry to neural tissue.
Contour™ Programming Algorithm
An automated programming mode that uses MICC and threshold inputs to create a broad target
stimulation field shape with a uniform electric field. The size of the stimulation target field can be
defined by the user.
Cycling
A technique that specifies an ON and OFF duration of stimulation.
Dorsal Cerebrospinal Fluid (dCSF) Space
The thickness of CSF space (or distance) between the dorsal columns of the spinal cord and posterior
dural layer.
Dorsal Horn Modulation™ (DHM™) Programming Algorithm
The DHM™ Programming Algorithm is a proprietary programming algorithm that creates a field shape
characterized by an even distribution of current over the area of interest on the spinal cord using MICC
and threshold inputs. DHM mode uses this algorithm to create a DHM™ field shape.
Electrical Stimulation
See Stimulation
Electrode
See Contact.
Electronic Trolling (E-Troll)
An automated programming mode that quickly sweeps the electrode array by moving the cathode in a
bipolar and tripolar fashion. E-Troll mode integrates information from the rostrocaudal positioning of the
Leads, the mediolateral positioning of the Leads, and approximations from published values for dCSF
thickness, according to the user-defined Lead placement.1,2,3,5,6,7
Explant (or Explantation)
The removal of the implanted SCS System from a patient.
Export
To save a report as an electronic file.
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FluoroSync
Clinician Programming Interface that allows the user to 1) drag and drop an electronic representation
of the Lead(s) according to their anatomical placement 2) Identify and steer the Central Point of
Stimulation.
Freelink™ Cordless Technology
A term to describe the wireless and cordless set of peripherals designed to provide enhanced convenience
and ease-of-use to patients and physicians. Freelink Cordless Technology includes three key
components: the Remote Control, Charger, and Programming Wand.
Frequency
See Rate
Grid Lines
One of seven lines on the Lead Placement panel that allow the user to define the mediolateral
distance between two or more adjacent Leads.8 The CP software uses the mediolateral distance in
programming.6
Hertz (Hz)
See Rate.
Hybrid Stimulation (or Combination Therapy)
Combination of different waveforms targeting the same or different spinal cord nerve fibers within a
single Program. Stimulation created by utilizing the Multi-Area feature.
Illumina 3D™ Programming Algorithm
A single term to describe a group of the following terms 1) 3D Stimulation Mapping Technology,
2) LeadSync Technology, 3) SmoothWave™ Technology, and 4) FluoroSync Interface.
Impedance (Ω)
The total opposition offered by a medium (e.g. tissue) to the flow of charged particles (current).
Implant
The Spinal Cord Stimulator System implanted in the patient.
LeadSync Technology
A technology that measure the relative rostrocaudal orientation between two or more Leads in the
same Lead Group4.
Mapping
The process of exploring how different stimulation settings affect where the patient feels sensations, for
the purpose of creating customized perception based programs.
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MicroBurst3D Waveform
A burst waveform (see definition for Burst) with increased resolution in the 0 to 1 second range, within
and between packets of stimulation. The Microburst3D Waveform feature is only available with the
Spectra WaveWriter Stimulator. When MicroBurst3D Waveform is used with the Schedules feature,
Microburst3D Waveforms can be randomized or in a sequence.
Microseconds (μs)
One millionth of a second (10-6 s).
Multi-Area
Ability to capture multiple nerve targets at multiple vertebral levels at the same time in a single
Program.
MultiWave Technology
Capability of Boston Scientific Stimulators to offer multiple waveforms and stimulation patterns in SCS
therapy. The Spectra WaveWriter Stimulators are able to provide SCS patients the most waveforms in a
single device.
Navigate
An automated programming mode that uses multiple electrode combinations to fine tune and optimize
stimulation coverage with high resolution. Navigate mode integrates information from the rostrocaudal
positioning of the Leads, the mediolateral positioning of the Leads, and approximations from published
values for dCSF thickness, according to the user-defined Lead placement.1,2,3,5,6,7
Patient Feedack
(Also see Therapy Rating.) Measures a patient’s feedback to the therapy. The record of this feedback
can be used to help enhance the conversation between the patient and their healthcare provider. This
feedback is recorded in real time, so it can help eliminate patient recall bias.
Perception
A sensation that may be produced by stimulation at certain programmable settings.
Prism Targeting Technology
Prism Targeting Technology utilizes Multiple Independent Current Control (MICC) to better focus the
stimulation field of the primary cathode, either laterally or rostrocaudally. Prism targeting involves
anode intensification programming that distributes current from the primary cathode to the IPG, thereby
increasing the relative strength of “guarding” anodes.
Program
A stimulation configuration consisting of up to four independent pain coverage areas.
Program Database
A list of Programs that were once saved in the Stimulator (i.e., program history).
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Pulse Rate
See Rate
Pulse Width
The time duration of a pulse of current, measured in microseconds (μs).
Ramp Up Time or Ramp Time
The amount of time the Stimulator will take to increase stimulation from 0 mA to the programmed
amplitude.
Rate (or Frequency or Pulse Rate)
The number of pulses (or bursts) of electric current delivered in one second, measured in Hertz (Hz).
Remote Control
A handheld device patients use to control their stimulation therapy.
Rolling Therapy (or Rolling Field)
A stimulation mode utilizing Schedules to deliver therapy from multiple programs. The Rolling
Therapy Mode is intended to maintain pain relief over a longer period of time by managing changes in
stimulation requirements for conditions potentially affecting therapy longevity, such as Lead migration or
patient habituation.
Schedule
A schedule is a configuration of Programs and Wait Periods that are automatically cycled, either
randomly or in a sequence, at defined time intervals.
Serial Number
A number that uniquely identifies a device.
SmoothWave Technology
Multiple Independent Current Control.
Stimulation (or Electrical Stimulation)
Application of small doses of current to neural tissue via electrodes.
Stimulator
Refers to External Trial Stimulators or Implantable Pulse Generators.
3D Stimulation Mapping Technology
A capability incorporated in the E-troll and Navigate programming modes that integrates 3 dimensions
of Lead position information which include rostrocaudal positioning of the Leads, mediolateral
positioning of the Leads and approximations of the thickness of the dorsal cerebrospinal fluid (dCSF)
space from published values, according to user defined Lead placement.
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Subperception
A term used to describe stimulation that does not produce a sensation at certain programmable
settings. This is also referred to as paresthesia independent or paresthesia free.
Therapy
Patterns of stimulation used to reduce the awareness of pain. Therapy can be programmed at
perception or subperception.
Therapy Evaluation
A therapy mode that utilizes the Schedules feature to allow patients to provide real time feedback on
the programs configured to manage their pain. This information is integrated with the Programs and
captured in the Program Usage Report. The Therapy Evaluation mode was designed to make it easier
and faster to optimize and customize therapy for the patient based on the patient’s own feedback.
Patients can assess many different therapy options in one device.
Therapy Rating
(Also See Patient Feedback) The patient recorded feedback on the therapy treating their pain. The
patient is able to record this feedback in their Remote Control at any time. This record can be linked to
the type of therapy the patient was receiving at the time the record was taken. This Therapy Rating can
be viewed in the Program Usage report.
Vertebral Level
A vertebrae of the vertebral column, such as T7, T8, or L3. Each vertebral level in the Lead Placement
panel is associated with an approximation of the dorsal cerebrospinal fluid (dCSF) thickness at that
level.5 The CP software uses published dCSF thickness measurements.
Voltage
A measure of electrical potential.
Wait
When used in a Schedule, this is an option to have a period of time when stimulation is turned off as
part of the Scheduled therapy.
Waveform
A pattern of stimulation.
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